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REDBIRD FLIGHT SIMULATIONS RELEASES VERSION TWO OF GIFT PRIVATE PILOT  

The updated version of the company’s simulator-based maneuvers training supplement increases the 

customization available to student pilots for every training scenario. 

Oshkosh, WI (July 26, 2021) – Redbird Flight Simulations (Redbird) announced version two of Guided 

Independent Flight Training (GIFT) Private Pilot, the company’s AI-powered and simulator-based maneuvers 

training supplement designed to help student pilots achieve their goals faster and for less money. Compatible with 

any Redbird training device, GIFT Private Pilot allows student pilots to learn, practice, and get feedback on every 

maneuver required for their private pilot certificate. Using GIFT, students can learn at their own pace with cutting-

edge educational techniques that push them to reach their best performance level. 

The company launched GIFT Private Pilot at EAA AirVenture Oshkosh 2017, followed by GIFT Instrument Rating 

at the 2019 event. Version two of GIFT Private Pilot builds on the upgrades the company introduced with the 

instrument rating software to increase the customization available to student pilots for every training scenario. 

Like GIFT Instrument Rating, version two of Private Pilot now offers hundreds of variations and settings options 

for each of the 33 training tasks, including selecting the speeds students will be graded against for missions in 

which the ability to maintain specific speeds is imperative. When the ‘Surprise Me’ feature is enabled, the 

software will randomize the settings to create highly realistic training scenarios that change unpredictably as 

students progress through a mission. 

Version two also broadens the fleet of aircraft in which the software can represent accurately. It now can simulate 

the flight dynamics of any of the 30-plus aircraft configurations Redbird offers for its reconfigurable aviation 

training devices. 

With the updates, GIFT continues to provide training value to late-stage student pilots and certificated pilots, 

allowing them to repeat specific missions or the entire course in different conditions or with another aircraft type. 

Version two of GIFT Private Pilot is now shipping to customers who purchase it directly from Redbird or any of its 

approved resellers. Customers who already purchased GIFT Private Pilot can upgrade to version two for free by 

updating the operating system of their Redbird simulator to Navigator v3.5.6. Redbird includes Navigator updates 

in its initial warranty, extended warranty, and customer service agreements, and customers also can purchase 

one-time updates to their operating system. 

Redbird customers interested in upgrading to version two of GIFT Private Pilot can find more information in the 

Redbird Help Center. To learn more about the GIFT product line, visit https://gift.redbirdflight.com/.  
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About Redbird Flight Simulations, Inc. 

Redbird Flight Simulations of Austin, TX was established in 2006 with the specific purpose of making aviation more accessible 

by using modern technology and careful engineering. Since its inception, Redbird has delivered innovative, reliable, and high-

quality training devices to flight schools, colleges, universities, K-12 schools, and individual pilots around the world. With more 

than 3,000 devices in service worldwide, Redbird has quickly become the fastest growing and most innovative simulator 

provider in the industry. For more information, please visit www.redbirdflight.com. 
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